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Abstract –Underwater sonar system is currently the best solution to 
distinguish a hazardous target from the harmless objects or a flock 
of fish at a far distance in the water, subsequently protect the 
harbors’ security. A good sonar system should have the ability to 
surveille a long range, in the meantime reserve a high accuracy. 
Noise is a crucial problem effecting the accuracy. One possible 
solution to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is to average 
return signals over multiple sonar pings. A problem with this 
approach is the relative motion between the sonar and the target 
during pinging which strongly reduces the effect of the averaging. In 
this paper, we present a robust motion estimation using multiple 
receive sensors that estimates the relative motion between multiple 
pings and aligns all the pings to a base ping through appropriate 
motion compensation. We further show that the fusion of multiple 
pings for time-delay estimation after realignment has the potential 
of improving both the resilience to noise and the accuracy, 
consequently increasing the operating range. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Protecting military harbors requires good ability to “see” 

underwater. In particular, it requires the ability to distinguish 
between floating objects, divers, unmanned vehicles and 
living ocean creatures from a flock of fish to whales. 
Underwater sonar is currently the best solution to this task. It 
works through transmitting sonar pings and receiving echoes 
from targets from which a representation of the environment 
is created. For a multi-aperture sonar system, using 
beamforming or image reconstruction technic, a 2-D 
underwater image can be obtained. Clearly, a good system, 
should detect threats at a sufficient distance to enable time for 
proper response, thus challenging underwater sonar to 
increase its range without sacrificing its accuracy. High 
accuracy can improve recognition and detection sensitivity as 
well as reduce false alarms. Sonar accuracy is strongly 
dependent on the background noise. In fact, when the noise 
level is above a certain threshold, accuracy falls rapidly [1]. 
One possible solution to this is to average returns over 
multiple sonar pings. Such averaging is likely to reduce the 
effect of the noise by a factor of 1/ n , n is the number of 
successive sonar pings. A problem with this approach is the 
relative motion between the sonar and the target during 
pinging which strongly reduces the effect of the averaging. 
As the range of the sonar is affected by the sensitivity to 
background noise, improving on this sensitivity will increase 
the sonar range. While sending n pings requires n times the 
energy level of a single ping, there are several reasons why 

sending a high peak energy is less desirable than sending n 
times a lower energy signal. This has to do with the 
properties of the sound transducer, as well as security issues 
attempting to stay undetected. 

Although there are six (three translational and three 
rotational) possible motion variables, only two have 
significant effect on the multi-receiver array. They are the 
sway (the horizontal shift from the mean position of the array) 
and the yaw (the horizontal angular rotation around the center 
of the array). There are three options to determine the motion 
errors: using hardware systems to record the different degrees 
of freedom of the sonar system; using motion estimation 
algorithms based on the raw data and using the information 
from the reconstructed image of the raw data. Presently  
available navigation instruments, such as inertial units, are 
either expensive or unable to provide adequate level of 
accuracy [2]. Currently, most algorithms using the raw sonar 
returns are based on correlation or phase estimation. The 
correlation algorithms include amplitude-only envelope 
correlation, complex baseband signal correlation [3] and the 
shear average [4] method. The performance of the phase 
estimation technique relies heavily on the choice of the phase 
estimation kernels. A detailed comparison of the different 
phase estimation kernels was given in [5]. The most popular 
used phase estimate technique is the ‘displaced phase centre’ 
(DPC) algorithm [6], also known as the ‘redundant phase 
centre’ (RPC) algorithm [7]. The RPC algorithm uses the 
phase and time shifts in the cross-correlation of the positions 
of the collocated phase centres to interpret the displacements 
of the receiver array. The image based motion estimation 
algorithms use 2-D cross-correlation on the reconstructed 
images to estimate yaw and sway. In [8], a “beam to beam 
correlation” technique was described in which a 2-D cross-
correlation of the adjacent ping images was used to estimate 
the relative yaw angle. A “displaced ping imaging autofocus” 
(DPIA) algorithm was introduced in [9], in which a 2-D 
cross-correlation on the Fourier domain of the low-accuracy 
images was done to estimate the yaw. In [10], a high-order 
correlation (HOC) scheme was developed for postprocessing 
the beamformed images in order to significantly minimizing 
the incident of false detections. Generally the raw data based 
motion estimate algorithms simply average the estimation 
result of multiple elements, so they can only estimate sway 
and suitable for higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) situation. 
On the other hand, the image based approaches use the full 
information of multiple elements, so they are more tolerant to 
lower SNR. But they depend on a basic assumption that one 



or several dominant targets should appear in the interesting 
area. This assumption limits the usefulness of the image 
based approaches to detect more complicate structure objects. 

In this paper, we introduce a robust motion estimation 
technique which improves the effect of averaging of multiple 
pings. We concentrate the current paper on estimating sway 
and yaw of the relative motion between sonar and target. We 
demonstrate both the improved accuracy and improved 
resiliency to noise that can be obtained by the proposed 
motion estimation method.  

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

 
A. Motion Model 
 

The proposed sonar accuracy enhancement is based on 
averaging multiple echo returns obtained from multiple sonar 
pings. Such averaging can effectively increase accuracy if the 
relative motion of the sonar and target are compensated. After 
motion compensation, the pings will be aligned, to give an 
effective stationary relation between the sonar and the target. 
We estimate the relative motion between the first ping and all 
the other pings so as to align the sonar to the location during 
the first ping.  

Similar assumptions as in [9] hold: 1) The medium is 
stable during pinging (i.e. there is good temporal correlation 
between pings) so any time shifts in the cross-correlation of 
the positions of the sensors can be interpreted as specific 
displacements of the receiver sensor array. 2) The ‘stop and 
hop’ scenario where the sonar is assumed to be stationary 
during the period between transmitting at a particular position 
and receiving all of the echoes before moving to the next 
transmitting position. 3) Since all the sensors are mounted on 
a straight steel cable, the sensors move as a rigid body. It is to 
say, the sensors move as a line and the displacements of the 
sensors between any two pings are also on a line. As we 
assume that the target range is much larger than the sway and 
the yaw, the differences of the time delays of the echoes 
between two pings for all sensors are approximately on a 
straight line.  

The sway and yaw motion between two pings are modeled  
in Fig. 1. The sonar system model so it now has one 
transmitting sensor and N receiving sensors where each 
sensor has an integer index  and the index of the 
middle sensor (overlaid with transmitting sensor) is m which 
is either N/2 or (N+1)/2. The sensors are equally separated by 
distance d. The displacement  of sensor m is the sway 
between two pings. The angle  of ping 2 with ping 1 is 
the yaw angle (we assume that the sensors of the first ping i.e. 
sensors of ping 1 in Fig. 1 are all aligned in the direction 
perpendicular to the ping direction). If  and  can be 
estimated correctly, then through shift and tilt motion 
compensation, ping 2 can be aligned to ping 1. This is 
implemented by adding a certain time delay to the received 
signal of the relevant sensor of ping 2 and aligning each 
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Fig. 1. Modeling motion between two pings. 
s signal of ping 2 to the corresponding sensor’s signal 
 1. Due to noise, the estimated displacements of the 
 are not exactly on a straight line, but are distributed 
 some certain line. Therefore some kind of line fitting 
 should be used to estimate the line. We have found 
 least square line fitting (LSLF) method for estimating 
 properties is not sufficiently robust in our case. This 

to the outliers in the displacement estimation that will 
erved when noise level is higher. We propose a more 
line fitting method that is based on the mode of the 
tion - an improved mode line fitting (IMLF) method. 

the sway and yaw are estimated respectively by the 
and the angle of the line.  

 

multiple pings, we set the first ping as the baseline. 
lative motion between each ping to the first ping is 
ed and each ping is aligned to the first one by 
ing the relative motion. The aligned multiple pings are 
ed for an averaged time-delay estimation or multiple 
usion time-delay estimation. As the motion between 
gs is corrected, the accuracy of the sonar is greatly 
ed with the increasing of the number of pings. 

ion Estimation 

 motion estimation approach is based on the raw data 
ne transmit sensor and multiple receive sensors. Here 
sider any two pings. The displacement of each receive 
depends on the sway and yaw between the two pings. 
y following the process summarized in the flow 
 of Fig. 2, the actual sway and yaw required to align 
o pings into coincidence can be estimated 

neously. We denote the received raw echo data from 
n of two pings as  respective to ping 1 
g 2, where t is the delay time. The received echo is 
through a matched filter for cross correlation with the 
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we will introduce in the following section), we seek a line 
that is the linear fitting curve of the set P. We denote the 
value of the line at index n by , which is the estimated 
displacement of sensor n, for . The sway and 
yaw angle between two pings is computed as follow 
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where X∆  is the sway and yawθ  is the yaw angle, m is the 
index of the middle sensor, c is the speed of sound, d is the 
space between adjacent receiving sensors. Because the 
received data is a two-way echo, transmit from transmitting 
sensor to the target and return from the target to the receiving 
sensor, the time delay of the received echo between two pings 
for each sensor due to the displacement of the pings can be 
calculated by 

cnLXnt /))(()( +∆=∆ ⑹ 
where )(nt∆  is the time delay of the received echo data 
between two pings for sensor n, X∆  is the displacement of 
the transmitting sensor,  is the displacement of the 
receiving sensor n. The motion compensation for each sensor 
received data of ping 2 is 
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where )(~
,2 te n  is the motion corrected data for sensor n of 

ping 2. After motion compensation implemented to each 
sensor’s received echo data, ping 2 will be aligned to ping 1. 
The two pings are independent, so the scheme adapts to any 
pair of pings. Especially, for a set of multiple pings, using the 
scheme, all the pings will align to the first ping. The aligned 
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 is the ping signal and ∗  defines cross-
n in t. The output of the matched filter from two 

the same sensor is cross-correlated to yield: 

)(t

)()() ,2,1 tsts nn ∗= ⑵ 
is the index of the sensor. The lag of the peak of the 
relation result is expressed as 

)}({maxarg) txcn
t

= ⑶ 

 the temporal displacement between two pings for 
 The displacement data for all sensors is collected. A 
nts consists of  

))}(,()),...,2(,2()),1( NlagNlaglag , where 1, 
is the index of the sensors (as the intervals of the 
re equal, we can always use their index to substitute 
 distance). Using suitable line fitting method (which 

multiple pings can be treated coherently. As the motion 
between the pings is corrected, the accuracy of the sonar or 
the resolution of the reconstructed image in a noise 
environment will be greatly improved with the increasing of 
the number of pings. 

 
C. Least Square Line Fitting (LSLF) 

 
 A popular line fitting method is the least square line 

fitting. In this part we prove that the middle of the least 
square fitting line segment of a set of points is equal to the 
mean point of the set of points. Suppose there are a set of 
points niyx ii ,...,2,1),,( = , the linear fitting curve through 
the points using least square method is 

baxy +=~ ⑻ 
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for each point, the fitting point will be 
baxy ii +=~ ⑼ 

Let the middle point of the fitting line segment is 
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This is to say that the middle point of the least square 
fitting line segment of a set of points is equal to the mean 
point of the set of points. Given a set of displacements for 
two pings’ sensors immersed in noise, using least square line 
fitting (LSLF) method to search the fitting line of the 
displacements and using the middle of the fitting line as the 
estimated sway of the sensors is equivalent to using the mean 
of the displacements to estimate the sway. It is proved in [11] 
that the mean of the distribution is not contributing at all to 
the resilience to noise.  

 
D. Improved Mode Line Fitting (IMLF) 

 
In [11], it is argued that a more robust statistics method for 

estimating time-delay, such as the median, can improve the 
resiliency to noise as the number of pings increases. Best 
results are obtained by using the mode of distribution of the 
estimates from the multiple pings. In our case, using multiple 
pings is equivalent to using multiple sensors as the sensors lie 
on a straight line. The time delay estimation from multiple 
pings is equivalent to the sway estimation from multiple 
sensors’ displacement. However, the mode can not be used 
directly. In the noise free case, although the displacements of 
the sensors are positioned on a straight line (a rigid moving of 
sensor array), the line can be tilted due to the yaw. In a noisy 
case, the displacements will be distributed around a tilted 
straight line with some possible outliers (Fig. 3). When the 
distribution of the echo displacements between any two pings 
is analyzed along a line that is parallel to the tilted sensor 
array, the observed distribution has minimal variance and the 
mode is a good estimator of the center of the displacements. 
In the tilt angle distribution case, we divide the range into 
intervals with the same width. Each interval forms a bin. In 
the simplest case, we define the mode by the bin which 
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. The sketch of the improved mode line fitting method. Black 
 and  are the selected pair of points. Solid line 

 the fitting line through  and . The gap between two 

 line is the bin of L . The width of the bin is 2e. θ is the tilt 

 between line L  and x-direction. Gray points are the points 

the bin. Circle points are the points outside the bin. The histogram 
points distribution in the range is shown at the bottom for tilt 
istribution and straight angle distribution respectively. 
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k

s the largest number of points. A line through the 
ith the tilt degree of the distribution can be the fitting 

r the displacements. We introduce an improved mode 
ing (IMLF) algorithm to search the fitting line. 
suppose there is a set of points named from 1 to N. 
e lines which through at least two points are selected 

t degree of the line is limited to some certain degree). 
h a line, we compute the bin centered at the line and 

 a certain width. The number of points contained by 
 is counted. The fitting line of the points is the line 
contains the largest number of points in its bin.  
 steps of the algorithm are 
 0: Input a set of points Niiyixip ...1)),(),(()( == , N 
umber of points, select an engaged gap e as the width 
bin which is centered around a selected line, select a 

maxθ  as the maximum tilt degree of a suitable line, set 

 1: Select a pair of points 
{ } jiNjijpip ≠= ,,...,1,,)(),(  



step 2: Compute the line l  through the point pair 
 { })(),( jpip

step 3: Calculate the tilt degree θ  between line l  and x 
direction 

if max)( θθ >abs , then throw line l , go to step 1 
else reserve line l  and put  in the suitable line set 

as , continue step 4 
l

kL
step 4: Search the points whose distance to line  is less 

than e, save the number of these points as  
kL

1),( += kkknum  
step 5: Iterate step 1-4 for all the point pairs 
step 6: Search the line  which contains the maximum 

number of points as 
KL

)}({maxarg knumK
k

=  

step 7: Output line  as the fitting line of the point set d KL
The sketch of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
III. RESULTS 

 
The following describes simulation results obtained with 

the Filed2 sonar simulator [12]. We used one transmitter and 
10 receivers linear array. The pinging signal was a Mexican 
hat at a center frequency of 300kHz with a bandwidth of 
20kHz and a 6.7 µs duration. Both the ping signal and it’s 
auto-correlation had a sharp peak and two symmetric 
negative part with lower magnitude. The target was a point 
reflector surrounded by scatterers. For each ping, we added a 
random motion (sway and yaw) to the ping. The motion was 
relative to the first ping. The sway was uniformly distributed 
random displacement in [-2λ, 2λ], where λ is the wave length 
of the pinging signal. The yaw was uniformly distributed 
random degree between [-2º,2º]. White Gaussian noise was 
added to each sensors’ received signal. The SNR is measured 
by the peak-signal-to-noise-RMS (power). We estimated the 
motion of the ping using LSLF and IMLF methods. The 
estimated sway and yaw were compared to the actual sway 
and yaw and the errors were recorded. For multiple pings, the 
root mean square error was calculated as a function of the 
SNR. Fig. 4 and 5 depict the sway and yaw estimation error 
(RMSE) (m) vs. SNR. In Fig. 4, the sway estimation errors 
using LSLF (cross curve), median (triangle curve) and IMLF 
(circle curve) methods respectively are shown. It indicates 
that the best sway estimation is obtained by the proposed 
IMLF method. The IMLF has the smallest estimation error 
when the SNR higher than 0db and also has the smallest 
breakpoint at 3db as the breakpoint of the median method and 
LSLF are at 4db and 7db respectively. The RMSE of all the 
three methods is over the std of the active sway at -2db. It 
means that the motion estimator will not obtain the correct 
estimation if the SNR is lower than -2db. Fig. 5 depicts the 
yaw estimation errors by using LSLF (cross curve) and IMLF 
(triangle curve) estimation respectively. It shows that the 
IMLF is better than LSLF. The breakpoint of IMLF is 2db 

and LSLF is 6db. Meanwhile, the RMSE of IMLF is over the 
std of the active yaw at -1db, but the LSLF is at 3db. From 
Fig. 4 and 5, it follows that the IMLF estimator is more 
robust than LSLF estimator for the estimation of sway or the 
estimation of yaw. 

The next simulation aimed at demonstrating the 
improvement of sonar accuracy resulting by the improved 
motion estimation. 50 pings were transmitted and the 
received signals were contaminated by noise for each receive 
sensor and corrupted by motion for each ping. The time delay 
of the target was estimated from single ping and the temporal 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of sway estimation method by sway estimation error 
(RMSE) (m) vs. SNR. The cross curve is using LSLF sway estimation 
method, the triangle curve is using median sway estimation method and 
the circle curve is using IMLF method. Each point is the root mean 
square error of sway estimation. The error is the estimated sway to the 
active sway. The RMSE is calculated for SNR from –10db to 15db. The 
point line is the standard deviation of the active sway distribution, and is 
independent of SNR. The black line shows the position of λ/8, λ is the 
wave length of the ping signal. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of yaw estimation error (RMSE) (degree) vs. SNR. 
The cross curve is using LSLF method. The triangle curve is using 
IMLF method. Each point is the root mean square error of yaw 
estimation. The error is between the estimated yaw and the actual yaw. 
The RMSE is calculated for SNR form –10db to 15db. The point line is 
the standard deviation of the active yaw degrees distribution, it is 
independent of SNR. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the motion corruption and the improvement after motion estimation for time delay estimation accuracy. Plot (A) is the ideal case 
where there is no motion between pings. Plot (B) is the worst case where the motion between pings is not corrected. Plot (C) is a moderate case where 
LSLF motion estimation is used to correct the motion between pings. Plot (D) is the best case where IMLF motion estimation is used to correct the 
motion. In each plot, time-delay estimation error (RMSE) (s) as a function of SNR is shown for different time-delay estimation methods. Each point is the 
root mean square error of time-delay estimation. The RMSE is calculated for SNR form –10db to 15db. The square curve is the estimation from a single 
ping. The cross curve, triangle curve and circle curve are the estimation based on the temporal mean, median and mode of multiple pings’ estimation 
respectively. The point curve is the result of using the analog average of multiple pings to estimate the time delay. 

 
mean, median and mode of multiple pings’ estimation were 
calculated. The time delay of the analog average (Ave) of 
multiple pings is also estimated. The process is repeated by 
200 times and the RMSE of the time delay estimation as a 
function of SNR is computed for each time delay estimation 
method. Fig. 6 depicts the Woodward curve of the delay 
estimation error (RMSE) (s) as a function of SNR and delay 
estimation method. Plot (A) shows the ideal case where there 
is no motion between pings. As one can predict, the analog 
average of multiple pings gives the best time delay estimation 
due to the reduction of noise. The mode function achieves 
more robust estimation than the median or the mean of the 
multiple pings. Plot (B) shows the worst case where time 
delay is estimated based on uncorrected motion pings. 
Although the average of multiple pings reduces the effect of 
noise, at the same time the signal also averaged because there 
is no signal overlay between pings due to the motion. In this 
case, the mode function and the median function produce 
better estimation. Plot (C) is the moderate result after using 
LSLF estimation to correct the sway and yaw. As we can see, 
the breakpoint of mode function and average function are 

reduced to 4db. This attributes to the fact that the LSLF 
motion estimator can correct the motion between pings above 
noise SNR of 4db (see Fig. 4 and 5). Plot (D) shows the sonar 
accuracy after using IMLF estimation to correct the motion. 
The IMLF motion estimation makes an evident improvement 
of the time delay estimation accuracy. Using the mode 
function of multiple pings’ estimation, the breakpoint is 
decreased to -1db which is close to the ideal case result. The 
RMSE of IMLF is smaller than that of LSLF when the SNR 
is above the breakpoint for any time delay estimation method 
(mean, median, mode and average). This verifies that IMLF 
gives better motion correction than LSLF. It demonstrates 
that IMLF method can estimate the motion correctly even 
when very strong noise is present. Subsequently both the 
accuracy and the resilience to noise are improved by the 
fusion of multiple pings after realignment according to the 
motion estimation. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 



In this paper, a motion estimation scheme using multi-
sensor signal based on improved mode line fitting algorithm 
(IMLF) was developed. The sway and yaw between two 
pings can be estimated simultaneously. We demonstrated that 
a robust algorithm based on multi-sensor, such as IMLF, 
significantly decreases the signal-to-noise ratio breakpoint for 
motion estimation. Taking advantage of the motion 
estimation, multiple pings after realignment are useful for 
improving the accuracy and the resilience of time-delay 
estimation to background noise. The performance of IMLF 
and LSLF algorithm was compared. The simulation results 
showed nearly perfect motion estimation using IMLF at SNR 
higher than 3db. Even lower to -1db noisy environment, 
accurate motion estimation can be obtained for partial pings 
using IMLF algorithm. That is enough to improve the 
accuracy of time-delay estimation by using multiple pings 
fusion. The simulation result shows that the fusion of 
multiple pings after realignment has the potential of 
improving both the resilience to noise and the accuracy, 
consequently increasing the sonar’s operating range. 
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